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We perform an updated model-independent analysis using the latest solar neutrino data obtained by37Cl and
71Ga radiochemical experiments, and most notably by a large water-Cherenkov detector SuperKamiokande
with their 504 days of data taking. We confirm that the astrophysical solutions to the solar neutrino problem are
extremely disfavored by the data and a low-temperature modification of the standard solar model is excluded
by more than 5s. We also propose a new way of illuminating the suppression pattern of various solar neutrino
fluxes without invoking detailed flavor conversion mechanisms. It indicates that the strong suppression of7Be
neutrinos is no more true when the neutrino flavor conversion is taken into account.@S0556-2821~99!03007-6#

















































The existence of the solar neutrino problem@1,2# is now
established more or less independently of any details of s
models. It was first recognized by Bahcall and Bethe@3# that
the observed rate in the37Cl experiment@4# is lower than the
lower limit imposed by the8B neutrino flux observed in the
Kamiokande experiment@5#. A similar argument has bee
repeated@6,7# with the 71Ga experiments@8,9#. The outcome
of these analyses can be phrased as the ‘‘missing7Be neu-
trinos’’ because there left little room for7Be neutrinos.
The analysis has been made more systematic by a s
of works that is categorized now as the ‘‘model-independ
analysis.’’ This type of analysis was first attempted by Sp
and Vignaud@10# and was established by Hata, Bludma
and Langacker@11#. In both works the first use is made o
the luminosity constraint which will be reviewed in the Ap
pendix. An incomplete list of the subsequent relevant re
ences are given in@12,6,13–17#. The type of analysis was
further refined by many people; Hataet al. @11,14# and Parke
@15# used the luminosity constraint to obtain the allow
region on a two-dimensional~e.g., 7Be-8B flux! plane. Then,
the most elaborated version of the luminosity constraint w
formulated by Bahcall and Krastev@16# who also obtained a
parameter-independent constraint on various neutrino flu
within the Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein~MSW! @18# as
well as the just so solutions@19# of the solar neutrino prob
lem. A detailed model-independent analysis without the
minosity constraint which also includes the effects of t
pep and the CNO neutrinos was carried out by Heeger
Robertson@17#.
The most important message from these mod
independent analyses is that the solar neutrino problem
not be accounted for by astrophysical mechanisms un
some assumptions in the standard electroweak theory o
lar neutrino experiments are grossly incorrect.
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In this paper, we update the model-independent anal
of the solar neutrino problem by including the newest data
the high-statistics water Cherenkov detector, SuperKam
kande@20,21#, as well as those of the latest37Cl @4# and the
71Ga experiments@8,9#. We also use the new values of th
expected event rates in the solar neutrino experiments
tained in the latest standard solar model~SSM! calculation
by Bahcall and Pinsonneault~BP98! @22# which was made
available quite recently. Our analysis will indicate that se
sible astrophysical modifications of the solar model such
the low-temperature~T! model @1# is convincingly excluded
by the present data.
We also try to develop a new method for illuminating th
suppression pattern of various solar neutrino flux origina
from different fusion reactions in a less model-depend
fashion. It is aimed to bridge between the aforemention
model-independent analysis and the detailed analy
@16,23–29# of the solar neutrino data based on the particu
neutrino flavor conversion mechanisms such as the M
mechanism or the just-so solution. We will observe that
statement of the missing7Be neutrinos is no more true in th
presense of neutrino flavor conversion.
II. THE DATA
We tabulate in Table I the latest solar neutrino data wh
we will use in our analysis in this paper. The table includ
the 8B neutrino flux measured during 504 days in the S
perKamiokande experiment@21# ~assuming the conventiona
b decay spectrum of8B neutrinos!. In the present analysis
we will use only the SuperKamiokande data without inclu
ing the Kamiokande data because of the larger statistics
the smaller systematic error in the SuperKamiokande.
Our analysis in the present work is based only upon
total rate of each experiment, and the information of t
energy spectrum of8B neutrinos, which is made available b
the water Cherenkov experiments, is not taken into acco
Therefore, it is to illuminate the global features of the su
pression of the solar neutrino spectrum. We hope that
analysis is complementary with the ones that constrain©1999 The American Physical Society04-1
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HISAKAZU MINAKATA AND HIROSHI NUNOKAWA PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 073004TABLE I. Observed solar neutrino event rates used in this analysis and corresponding prediction
the reference standard solar model@22#. The quoted errors are at 1s.
Experiment Data6~stat.! 6~syst.! Ref. Theory@22# Units


















































plylowed parameter regions in a stringent way with such
informations and by using the particular mechanism of fla
transformation, e.g., the MSW mechanism.
For the purpose of our analysis we assume that the st
tical and the systematic errors are independent with e
other so that they can be combined quadratically. We fou







where, to be conservative, we always take the larger va
of statistical and systematic errors, whenever errors
asymmetric, in each experiment before we combine.
The number for71Ga experiment, however, requires som
comments. In order to determine the combined central va
we first combine the statistical and the systematic errors q
dratically in each experiment, and then take the weigh
average of SAGE@8# and GALLEX @9# results following the
method described in@30#. The associated error for the com
bined ~central! value for the71Ga experiment is determine
by the following equation:
sGa








and we take the largest value, 4.7 SNU, among the syst
atic errors in GALLEX and SAGE, forssyst in Eq. ~4!.
Sometimes we need in our analysis the ratios of th
experimental values to the expected ones by the SSM. If
use the latest standard solar model calculation by Bah
and Pinsonneault~BP98! @22#, the ratio for the SuperKamio










where we used the central value of BP98 in the denomin
of Eq. ~6!. Hereafter, we always take the flux values and

















In this section we perform model-independent analysis
the solar neutrino data.
A. Fundamental assumptions
The fundamental assumption behind the analyses in
paper is as follows:~i! The Sun shines due to the nucle
fusion reactions from which and only from which the sol
neutrinos come;~ii ! the relevant reactions which are respo
sible for generating neutrinos in the Sun are assumed to
those postulated in the SSM;~iii ! the Sun is quasistable dur
ing the time scale of 0.1–1 million years, an order of ma
nitude of time difference between those required to neutri
and photons to exit the Sun after created at its central p
These assumptions allows us to relate the solar neut
flux to the present solar luminosity. Note, however, that
will discuss in Sec. IV the case in which this constraint e
fectively does not apply.
As will be described in detail in Appendix the fundame
tal assumptions~i! to ~iii ! given above imply that the sola
neutrino flux generated by various nuclear fusion reacti





S Q2 2^E&aDF~a! , ~7!
where R51 A.U. (1.46931013 cm), ^E&a and
F(a) (a5pp,7Be,8B, . . . ) denote the average energy lo
by neutrinos and the neutrino flux, respectively.
We normalize the neutrino flux to those of the SSM




















CURRENT STATUS OF THE SOLAR NEUTRINO . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D59 073004FIG. 1. Contour plot of thex2 values in theF8B2F7Beplane for different combinations of the solar neutrino experiments. The s
curves correspond to 1s to 5s, with step size 1, from inside to outside. We also indicate the 1, 2 and 3s theoretical range predicted b
BP98, by the solid, dotted and dashed lines, respectively. Along the dashed curve,f
7Be5(f
8B)10/24, the crosses indicate, from left to righ




















g.where we used the value,L(53.844310
33 (erg/s) @31#.
The reason why the right hand side of Eq.~12! does not give
unity for the SSM flux~for all f i51) is that we have ne
glected the contribution from CNO andpep neutrinos.
In this section we make the following more specific a
sumptions~1! and~2! in addition to the fundamental assum
tions ~i!–~iii !: ~1! The energy spectra of the solar neutrin
are not modulated;~2! neutrino flavor transformation doe
not occur inside the Sun and Earth, as well as in the sp
between the Sun and Earth.
It follows from these two assumptions that the luminos
constraint is effective, and the fluxF is the real flux to be
detected by the terrestrial detectors. The basic physical
ture of the cases we try to test in this section are the as
physical solution of the solar neutrino problem, such as
low-temperature model of the solar core. Once particle ph
ics mechanisms beyond the standard electroweak theory
involved, generally speaking, the shape of the solar neut
energy spectra can be altered from those predicted by
SSM.
B. Analysis
The expected solar neutrino signal to the37Cl, 71Ga and
SuperKamiokande solar neutrino experiments are given






















where we have neglected the contribution from thepep and
the CNO neutrinos. We believe that inclusion of them do
not affect our conclusion in this section, because the res
barely change unless their flux is extremely large compa
with those predicted by SSM.
Using Eqs.~13!–~14! as well as the observed solar ne
trino data summarized in Table I we perform a simplex2
analysis. We used the luminosity constraint~12! to eliminate
fpp in favor of f
7Beandf
8B. We then freely vary the two
flux, f
8B andf
7Be. Since the minimumx2 is reached when
f
7Be takes a negative value as in the previous analyses
impose the conditionf
7Be>0 because the flux must be pos
tive.
We plot in Fig. 1 the contours ofx2[xmin
2 1Dx2 where
Dx252.3, 6.2, 11.8, 19.4 and 28.7, correspond
1s,2s, . . . 5s, respectively, for two free parameters. In Fi




HISAKAZU MINAKATA AND HIROSHI NUNOKAWA PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 073004FIG. 2. Allowed range of neutrino flux determined by all the solar neutrino experiments with the conditionx25xmin
2 1Dx2 where
Dx253.5 (1s) and 8.0 (2s) ~for three free parameters! assuming the neutrino conversion~a! ne→nm,t and ~b! ne→ns . The allowed
ranges are projected into each plane, indicated by the solid curves~1s) and the dotted curves~2s). The best fitted reduction rates of th
neutrino fluxes are (^PB&,^PI&,^Ppp&) 5 ~0.37, 0.19, 0.84! with xmin
2 ;0 for the active conversion and5~0.47, 0, 0.96! xmin








































ver-sponds to the case where the central temperature of the
Tc is varied freely. There is a relationship between the t
flux as represented by the curve because of approxim







hence, the power law relation as indicated in Fig. 1.@Note
that the fluxF(a)SSM in the denominator of Eq.~8! is the
BP98 flux with the fixed temperature predicted by the SS
We hope that no confusion arises.# We also note that addi
tional flux constraint in Eq.~9! in Ref. @16# is obeyed.
As in the previous analyses@11,12,6,13–17# the minimum
x2 is achieved by vanishing7Be flux. It is true not only in
Fig. 1~a! where all the 37Cl, 71Ga, and SuperKamiokand
data are taken into account, but is also true in Figs. 1~b!–1~d!
where only two of them are analyzed. It is obvious, by co
paring Fig. 1~a! with those of@11# and by@15#, or by com-
paring Figs. 1~b!,1~d! with Fig. 1~c!, that widths of the con-
tours have been greatly shrunk along thef
8B axis. This is a
clear indication of how strongly the analysis is affected
the high statistics data from SuperKamiokande.
From Fig. 1 we conclude that the standard solar mode
strongly in disagreement with the data as was also conclu
recently in Ref.@33#. We can see from Fig. 1 that BP98 SS
is ruled out by the current solar neutrino data at the sign
cance level much higher than 5s under our fundamental as
sumptions~i!–~iii ! and the additional ones~1!,~2!. We have
confirmed that the astrophysical solution of the solar n
trino problem is strongly disfavored by the data. In partic
lar, the low-T model is excluded by a confidence level mo
than 5s. This is the level at which one can safely claim th











1~b!–1~d! that removing one of the three types of the so
neutrino experiments cannot save the SSM. The lowT
model is still excluded by confidence levels of more th
3s.
IV. SUPPRESSION PATTERN OF NEUTRINO FLUX
IMPLIED BY THE CURRENT SOLAR NEUTRINO DATA
In this section we describe a new way of illustrating t
suppression pattern of neutrino flux from major nuclear
actions in the sun that is required to explain the current s
neutrino experiments. We do this by taking into account
possibility thatne’s produced in the solar core are convert
into either different flavor active neutrinos (nm and/ornt) or
sterile onesns in their journey to the terrestrial detectors.
To obtain global understanding of the suppression pat
we propose to combine thepep and the CNO neutrinos into
the 7Be neutrinos and denote them as the intermediate
ergy neutrinos. In the context of the model-independ
analysis performed in Sec. III it is more reasonable to co
bine thepep neutrinos with thepp’s because they are com
peting partners in thepp I chain reaction. But, here we ar
interested in knowing the preferred suppression pattern an
is more conceivable to combine the flux when their ene
regions overlap.
Therefore, we try to determine the reduction rate of t
flux of low energypp neutrinos, intermediate energy7Be
1CNO1pep neutrinos, and the high energy8B neutrinos at
the earth by adjusting their survival probabilities such th
the experimental data can be fitted. Since the luminosity c
straint is not very effective with neutrino flavor transform
tions we disregard it in this section.
We assume, in this section~except in Sec. IV C!, that
neutrino production rates from each source are the sam
the ones predicted by the BP98 SSM. Then the expec
signal in each experiment in the presence of neutrino con





















































CURRENT STATUS OF THE SOLAR NEUTRINO . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D59 073004SCl
th 55.9̂ PB&11.83̂ PI& SNU, ~18!
SGa
th 512.4̂ PB&146.9̂ PI&169.6̂ Ppp& SNU, ~19!
RSK
th 5^PB&1r ~12^PB&!, ~20!
where^PB&, ^PI& and^Ppp& are the average survival prob
abilities for 8B, intermediate energy andpp neutrinos, re-
spectively. The symbol̂•••& has to be regarded as the a
erage over the neutrino flux times the cross section, an
well as the detection efficiency in the case of the Super
miokande experiment. In Eq.~20! r is essentially given by






where the cross sections are averaged over by the SSM8B
neutrino spectrum multiplied by the SuperKamiokande
tection efficiency as adopted in Ref.@34#. When we consider
~in Sec. IV B! the case where the8B ne’s are converted into
some sterile state, we will drop the 2nd term in Eq.~20!.
In Eqs.~18!–~20! we simply assume that the average s
vival probability for all the intermediate energypep, CNO
and 7Be neutrinos are the same and denoted it as^PI& so that
the coefficient of̂ PI& in Eqs.~18! and~19! now includes the
contribution not only from7Be but also frompep and CNO
neutrinos@cf. Eqs.~13! and ~14!#. Furthermore, we take, a
an approximation,̂Pi& ( i 5pp,I ,
8B) to be equal for all the
experiments despite the fact that, in general, the neut
conversion can distort the neutrino energy spectra, and th
fore, ^Pi& can be different depending upon experimen
Such an approximation is reasonable because the energ
pendences of the flux times cross section~times the detection
efficiency for the SuperKamiokande! are rather similar
among different experiments, as first noticed by Kwong a
Rosen@13#.
Other than these assumptions, we do not consider
specific mechanism of neutrino flavor transformation in t
analysis but aim at illuminating global features of the mo
fication of the solar neutrino spectrum. In this sense it
complementary with thorough analyses based on the M
mechanism @23,24,16,26–29#, or the vacuum oscillation
@25,16#.
A. The case of active neutrinos
We present our results in Fig. 2~a! for the case of active
conversion. We note that̂PB& is determined most accu
rately, as is expected from the large statistics of the Super
miokande experiment. On the other hand, the other two,^PI&
and ^Ppp&, have larger uncertainties at the present stage
the solar neutrino data. We also tabulate the range of allo
values of the survival probabilities with their 1s uncertain-
ties in Table II.
From Fig. 2~a! and Table II we can see that strong su
pression of intermediate energy neutrinos, the one best fi




















version is taken into account. This feature is in sharp cont
with the results of the model-independent analysis in Sec
and of the flavor conversion into sterile neutrinos to be d
cussed below.
We stress that the proposed experiments such as Bore
@35#, Hellaz @36# and Heron@37# are needed in order to de
termine the7Be andpp neutrino flux with smaller uncertain
ties, especially when the conversion mechanism is not
known. For example, once7Be neutrino flux is determined
by Borexino then thepp neutrino flux would also be wel
determined by combining the results of the other solar n
trino experiments and vice versa.
We also mention that the suppression rate of
intermediate-energy neutrinos depends rather sensitively
the presense or absence of thep p and CNO neutrinos.
If we ignore their contribution the best fit value of^PI&
(5^PBe&) becomes larger by a factor of 2~see Table II!.
B. The case of sterile neutrinos
We next consider the case where the neutrinos are c
verted into sterile species. Since only the water-Cheren
experiment can be sensitive to the difference between c
versions into active and sterile neutrinos any change in
result from the active case solely comes from8B neutrinos.
The results for the sterile neutrino conversion is presente
Fig. 2~b! and in Table II. By comparing Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!,
we can clearly see that the stronger suppression of7Be neu-
trinos is required than in the case of active conversion w
unsuppressed8B flux, f
8B51. We note that the best fit is
obtained when the flux of intermediate energy neutrino
negative. One can interpretate Fig. 2~b! as presenting in a
novel style of 3 dimensional plot the updated result of t
model-independent analysis without the luminosity co
straint@17#. From this viewpoint our result indicates that th
feature of strong suppression of7Be neutrinos is insensitive
to switching on and off the luminosity constraint.
C. Varying 8B flux
Finally, we discuss the sensitivity of our results again
the change in the neutrino flux from those of the SSM. Sin
thepp neutrino flux is essentially fixed by the solar lumino
ity and also the7Be neutrino flux are better determined com
pared to the8B flux which is subject to the uncertainty of th
nuclear cross sectionS17, we only vary the
8B flux and
examine the sensitivity of the required reduction ra
against its change.
TABLE II. The range of reduction rates of each neutrino flu
with respect to the prediction by BP98 SSM implied by the so
neutrino data. We present both cases with~a! and without~b! pep
and CNO contribution.
Case ^PB& ^PI& ^Ppp&
Active ~a! 0.3320.42 020.46 0.621
Active ~b! 0.3320.42 020.74 0.5521
Sterile ~a! 0.4320.50 020.16 0.7721



















































HISAKAZU MINAKATA AND HIROSHI NUNOKAWA PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 073004We will perform this exercise only for the active neutrin
conversion case since for the sterile case the result prese
in Fig. 2~b! still holds if ^PB& is regarded aŝPB&f
8Beven if
we vary f
8B, whereas for the active case, this is not tru
because in the water-Cherenkov experiment, the event
depends not only onf
8B^PB& but also onf
8B itself because
the experiment is sensitive also to the neutral current re
tions. This implies that we need 4-dimensional plot when8B
flux is varied, for the active conversion case.
In Fig. 3 we plot the allowed range of the reduction ra
of the neutrino flux by~artificially! varying the 8B neutrino
flux prediction of the SSM, which can be regarded as
‘‘sections’’ of this 4-dimensional plot mentioned above. T
result of the exercise indicates that as thef
8B gets larger,
preferred value of̂ PI& becomes larger, whilêPpp& gets
smaller as seen in Fig. 3. This feature is consistent with
result of the similar analysis by Smirnov given in Table I
Ref. @38#.
We note that in the extreme case where the ‘‘bare’’ fl
of 8B neutrino become very large,f
8B.3, for e.g., the prod-
uct f
8B ^PB& has to be strongly suppressed to explain
SuperKamiokande data and at the same time,f I^PI& has to
be enhanced, even larger than the SSM prediction to exp
the 37Cl data, and consequently,fpp^Ppp& is required to be
strongly suppressed to be consistent also with the71Ga data.
It is nothing but, within our approximate treatment, the
sults that correspond to the dominance of either the7B @39#
or the CNO@40# neutrino flux as consistent explanations
all the solar neutrino data.
Let us note that the arbitrariness of the interpretation
which f
8Bor ^PB& are changed from the standard theory c
FIG. 3. Two sigma allowed range of neutrino flux, project
into each plane, assuming the neutrino conversionne→nm or nt ,
for different values of
8B are plotted by the dotted curves~except
for thef
8B 5 1 case!. The five curves in the each plane correspo
from left to right, to the case wheref
8B 5 2.5, 2.0, 1.5, 1.0 and 0.5
The corresponding best fitted reduction rates, indicated by o
diamonds are, also from left to right, (^PB&f
8B,^PI&,^Ppp&) 5













be removed if we combine the results of the SuperKam
kande and either one of charged or~p eferably! neutral cur-
rent data from the SNO experiment@41#. One can separately
estimate the flux of8B neutrinos and the survival probabilit
by combining these two experiments.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have performed the updated model-independ
analysis of the current solar neutrino data assuming the t
main components of the solar neutrino flux, i.e.,pp,7Be and
8B neutrinos. We confirmed, with current data of any tw
sets out of the three, the37Cl , the 71Ga and the SuperKa
miokande experiments that~1! the SSM prediction can be
convincingly rejected, and~2! the 7Be neutrinos is strongly
suppressed unless8B neutrinos are converted into anoth
active flavor.
We have shown that the low-T model is excluded by
more than 5s (3s) with data of the three~two out of the
three! experiments. The best fitted value of7Be neutrino flux
is always negative even if we do not impose the luminos
constraint.
On the other hand, if we assume that neutrino flavor c
version ofne→nm or nt is occurring, the best fitted flux o
7Be ~or intermediate energy! neutrino is no longer negative
The current solar neutrino data suggest, as the best fit in
analysis, that (̂PB&,^PI&,^Ppp&) ;(0.4,0.2,0.8). While it is
still suppressed the value of the intermediate energy ne
nos makes most notable difference between cases with
without neutrino flavor conversion. We hope that this po
is resolved by the future solar neutrino experiments.
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APPENDIX
Our fundamental assumptions~i! to ~iii ! stated in Sec. III
A imply that the solar neutrino flux generated by vario
nuclear fusion reactions must obey the luminosity constra
For completeness, let us explain what it is in this Appen
to some details because the relationship between the va
descriptions in the literature are not always transparent.
The chain of nuclear fusion reactions in the sun results


















CURRENT STATUS OF THE SOLAR NEUTRINO . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D59 073004The real situation in the sun is, however, a bit more com
cated; it organizes itself as several chains of nuclear reac
network as described in Table 3.1 of@1#. Let us call the four
branches ofpp reactions in the Table 3.1 in Ref.@1#, from
above, aspp I, pp II, pp III and pp IV. The relevant neu-
trino reactions as well as the termination of each branc
shown in Table III.
For simplicity let us neglect thepep reaction and only
consider the mainpp reaction. One can justify the treatme
because it has small termination of 0.4% and furthermor
can be ‘‘renormalized’’ into thepp I chain defined above
Irrespective of the termination of the each branch we can
that the total energy release~or the luminosity! must be pro-




where Q526.731 MeV is the energy released by the n
reactions~A1! andF(pp,i ) ( i 5I–IV) denotes the neutrino
flux produced through the termination of the correspond
TABLE III. The branches ofpp reactions. In the table we only
indicate the reaction which producene in each branch.
Branch Reaction Termination~%!
I p1p→2H 1 e11ne 85
II 7Be 1 e2 → 7 Li 1 ne 15
III 8B →8Be* 1e11ne 0.02












chain. In Eq.~A2! the energies carried away by neutrinos
each reaction chain are subtracted. The coefficient of^E&pp
is twice because twopp neutrinos are produced per termin
tion of F(pp,I) chain.
The pp,7Be, 8B and hep neutrino flux are obtained by
collecting the contributions from the chains I–IV as




Using Eq.~A3! we can rewrite Eq.~A2! as
S Q2 2^E&ppDF~pp!1S Q2 2^E&BeDF~7Be!
1S Q2 2^E&BDF~8B!1S Q2 2^E&hepDF~hep!. ~A4!
Eq. ~A4! leads to the luminosity constraint~7! presented
in Sec. III of this paper. If we include all the flux from
known fusion reactions in the sun the luminosity constra
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